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What impact does national data have on 
individual institutions?

Comparative 
data & 

benchmarking

Unique 
institutional 

context



1.  Situates institution in an appropriate & realistic context

• Confirms & challenges our targets and goals

• Informs strategic planning based on broader 

perspective

• Enables better understanding of unique 

institutional strategy



Building a strategy based on diverse perspectives 
and reliable data

Perspectives

Drivers

DATA

Strategy

Activity

Starting 

point for long 

term success

Typical 

starting point



• 69% felt their own international work improves the 

quality of their teaching, research

• 82% of respondents felt international students bring 

diverse and enriching perspectives to the classroom

• 71% found international students have communication 

difficulty, creating challenges/additional support

• 60% of respondents felt that international experience at 

the undergraduate level was not important or only 

somewhat important; Importance at the graduate level 

increased

Faculty perspectives from the UofM



Inbound student mobility

Goal:  By 2018 international students should account for 10% of 

undergraduate enrolment 
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Out bound student mobility

Goal:  Increase opportunities for experiential learning
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Over 80% Over 60% Over 50% Over 40%

Top priority countries for research collaboration –
Universities Canada Survey



Over $100M Over $50M Over $30M Over $4M Over $1M

Top priority countries for research collaboration –
University of Manitoba



2. Impact of internationalization data: Promotes 
cooperation and competition

CooperationCooperation CompetitionCompetition

Sets performance 
expectations

Pushes beyond 
complacency

Differences, 
similarities more 

visible

Sharing best 
practice



3. Provides grounds for critical thinking & analysis

• Points out gaps and 

assumptions

• Challenges current 

structures, systems, 

processes

• Illuminates the ugly and 

the good

• Engages faculty



Remembering data limitations

• Does it tell the ‘complete’ 

story?

• Does it tell a ‘relevant’ 

story? 

• What conclusions can it 

reasonably draw?

• What assumption does it 

expose?



In summary: Using data to shape strategy 

Understand institutional context

Plan for diversity

Build effective cooperation

View critically, use carefully

Start somewhere!



What ‘internationalisation’ looks like…. 
Depends on your perspective

Thank you!




